


Ideas shape the world around us.
With the right people and tools, they turn from 

thoughts in our heads to ideas that change 
everything. 

Designed for a natural ink experience, whether 
pen-on-paper or stylus-on-screen, our products, 

apps and cloud services work together to 
capture, shape and share your ideas. Whether 

sketching doodles, writing a symphony or 
planning your next big thing, Bamboo is made for 

making ideas.
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Smart folio with tablet sleeve
A smart folio with a flexible sleeve to hold a 
tablet with up to a 9.7 inch (diagonal) display.

Smart folio with gadget pocket
A smart folio with space to carry your 
smartphone, business cards or extra paper.

Smart folio with snap-fit for iPad Air 2
A smart folio designed to fit the iPad Air 2.

Take notes. Make ideas. From paper, to cloud, to life. 
The Bamboo Spark is a smart folio with a smart pen and a spot for your favorite paper. Write by 
hand. Press a button and save your handwritten notes digitally. Move them to the Bamboo Spark 
app and the Wacom Cloud for editing, archiving, sharing and accessing anywhere.

• Capture handwritten notes on any paper and with a push of a button your handwritten   
 content is saved digitally for organizing, editing or sharing.

• The Wacom Cloud gives you access to your content on most devices: smartphone, tablet  
 or computer.

• Works seamlessly with cloud-based services, including Evernote or Dropbox.

• Shape your notes in Bamboo Paper with WILL™ universal ink, which allows your content to stay  
 editable within the Wacom Cloud.

• Choose from one of the three smart folios in the range.
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The Bamboo Fineline 2 is a smart stylus that allows you to precisely capture your ideas on your iPad. 
With a pressure-sensitive fine tip, the Bamboo Fineline 2 provides a fluid performance for note-
taking, handwriting, doodling and navigating on your iPad®.
 
The Bamboo Fineline 2 is made of high-quality materials in an elegant design for the feel of a 
premium pen. Choose from one of four colors: blue, gray, gold and black. Its durable, fine tip can be 
easily replaced.

It’s compatible with iPad 3, iPad 4, iPad mini, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 3, iPad Air and iPad Air 2. 

The Bamboo Fineline 2 works seamlessly with the leading note-taking apps, including Bamboo 
Paper. Capture your ideas in Bamboo Paper. Shape and share them with the Wacom Cloud and any 
device with Bamboo Paper. Thanks to WILL™ universal ink, your content stays editable within the 
Wacom Cloud.

Enhance your iPad experience and go from idea, to cloud, to life with the Bamboo Fineline 2, Bamboo 
Paper and the Wacom Cloud.

Fine tip designed for note-taking 

Precisely capture your ideas

Pressure sensitivity in compatible apps for 
fluid performance

Compatible with iPad 3, iPad 4, iPad mini, 
iPad mini 2, iPad mini 3, iPad Air and iPad Air 2

Use Wacom Cloud and use WILL™ universal ink
for making ideas

From idea to cloud to life

Works with leading note-taking apps including 
Bamboo Paper, Notes Plus, GoodNotes, 
ZoomNotes and MyScript® Smart Note



The Bamboo Smart for Samsung Galaxy Note is a smart stylus for authentic handwriting and precise 
sketching on most Samsung pen-enabled devices. This high-quality stylus is designed for users 
who want a premium design and a more authentic pen experience on their devices. The Bamboo 
Smart offers smooth navigation and seamless compatibility with key apps, including Autodesk 
SketchBook®, ArtRage, S Note and Bamboo Paper.

The Bamboo Smart for Samsung Galaxy Note is compatible with select Samsung Galaxy Note and 
Tab A with S Pen tablets: Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, Galaxy Note 4, Galaxy Note Edge, Galaxy Tab A 
9.7“ with S Pen, Galaxy Tab A 8.0“ with S Pen.

Explore the smart difference and enhance your experience with Samsung pen-enabled devices. The 
Bamboo Smart’s ultra-thin tip and balanced in-hand feel delivers precise, pen-like performance.

Use Wacom Cloud and use WILL™ universal ink
for making ideas

From idea to cloud to life

Smart stylus that precisely captures ideas on 
most Samsung pen-enabled devices

Natural pen experience

Balanced in-hand feel delivers a natural,
pen-like performance 

Ultra-thin, fine tip designed for precision and
smooth navigation

Works with compatible apps including Bamboo 
Paper, Autodesk SketchBook®, ArtRage and S Note



Make the most of your touchscreen
The Bamboo Solo is perfectly balanced for an authentic pen-like experience. This premium stylus 
enables you to write and navigate with accuracy on today’s smartphones, tablets and touchscreens. 

Thoughtfully designed
Capture notes with increased speed and clarity thanks to the well-balanced, brushed aluminium 
exterior and premium design. The aluminum cap protects the long-lasting tip and includes a clip to 
secure the stylus to your pocket, purse or tablet cover. The durable and replaceable carbon fiber nib 
is designed for extended use.
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Excellent navigation on touchscreens.
Compatible with tablets, smartphones and 
PCs with touchscreens

Smooth performance on touch screens

Replaceable carbon fiber nib for lasting 
durability 

Long lasting carbon fiber nib

Stylish, premium design in six colors

Pen clip secures stylus to pocket, purse or 
tablet cover

Use Wacom Cloud and use WILL™ universal ink
for making ideas

From idea to cloud to life

Download Bamboo Paper note-taking and sketching 
app for free and do more
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Stylus + Inking pen for touchscreens

Expression and versatility
The Bamboo Duo is a premium stylus that offers the flexibility of a stylus and a pen. This innovative 
stylus features a carbon fiber nib on one end, and a high-quality pen on the other. The tip design 
makes it easy to navigate smoothly through smartphone and tablet menus and keypads. 

Thoughtfully designed
The Bamboo Duo is constructed of high-quality brushed aluminum and designed for a balanced feel. 
Easily switch from touchscreen to paper by flipping the stylus around to use the high-quality pen. 
The aluminum pen cap protects the pen, and clips onto pocket, purse or tablet cover. The durable 
and replaceable carbon fiber nib and replaceable ink cartridge are designed for extended use. 

Smooth performance on touch screen and paper
Excellent navigation on touchscreens.
Compatible with tablets, smartphones and PCs with 
touchscreens

Replaceable carbon fiber nib and ink cartridge for 
lasting durability

Premium quality ball-point pen

Stylish, premium design in six colors

Easily switch from touchscreen to paper

Use Wacom Cloud and use WILL™ universal ink
for making ideas

From idea to cloud to life

Download the Bamboo Paper note-taking and 
sketching app for free and do more



The Bamboo Alpha is an affordable stylus for navigation on touchscreens. It delivers a natural writing 
experience with balanced in-hand feel and a new premium design featuring an ergonomic aluminum 
body, laser-engraved logo and a pen clip that is both minimal and functional. The Bamboo Alpha is 
made of durable materials with a new nib designed for longevity and to feel better on screen.

Excellent navigation on touch screens

Quality performance on touch screens

Balanced ergonomic design delivers a natural 
writing experience

Durable, easy-to-replace nib

Premium stylus at an affordable price

Use Wacom Cloud and use WILL™ universal ink
for making ideas

From idea to cloud to life

Download the Bamboo Paper note-taking and 
sketching app for free and do more



Bamboo Paper
für iPad

Bamboo Paper
für Windows-Tablets

Bamboo Paper
für Android-Tablets

www.wacom.com
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The app to turn your tablet into a paper notebook
Capture your ideas everywhere, anytime. Taking notes, sketching, and drawing is as straightforward 
and simple as using real pen and paper. For the best result and experience, use Bamboo Paper 
together with a Bamboo Stylus.

• Use a selection of six expressive pens and brushes for writing,
 sketching, coloring, and marking.  

• Enrich your notes or journal with photos.
 Add images or photos to your page and sketch or write on top.

• Have your notes, doodles and drawings automatically synced to the Wacom Cloud.


